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An extraordinary concert in memory of John Myatt took place at Blythburgh Church on February 4th.  John 

was a fine clarinettist, pianist, organist and teacher who inspired many young people, but the business he 

started in the 1970s that became John Myatt Woodwind and Brass brought national and international 

recognition and success.  John’s career in music touched many thousands of musicians, professional and 

amateur, expert and beginner, young and old, and this concert could not have better demonstrated the 

affection, admiration and loyalty he inspired.   

John’s long-time partner, Janet, and a very 

old friend, Colin Beak, gathered an orchestra 

of over 80 friends and colleagues to perform 

some of John’s favourite works in his favourite 

church – Blythburgh, in perhaps his favourite 

county - Suffolk.  There were internationally 

renowned professionals sitting alongside 

talented and enthusiastic amateurs, all of 

whom needed no persuasion to be there in 

John’s memory, with many who had been his 

pupils.  With frost and snow lying outside, 

there can surely never have been an orchestra 

dressed in so many beanies, bobble hats, 

fingerless gloves and several layers of coats. 

Adrian Leaper, recently returned from a distinguished period of time as chief conductor of orchestras in the 

Canary Islands and Spain, had the monumental task of marshalling this disparate group of freezing 

musicians.  With quiet control, clear direction and good humoured professionalism, what a wonderful job 

he did to mould fine playing and ensemble in just a few hours of rehearsal.  The superb leadership of Jan 

Kaznowski was immediately in evidence in J S Bach’s 1st Orchestral Suite, showing the double reeds and 

strings to great advantage in the famous acoustic of the church.  On such an occasion, no-one wanted to be 

left out so it was not a small orchestra ‘period’ performance, but had great vitality!   



The early Richard Strauss Serenade for woodwind and brass was 

delightful and highly appropriate.  John’s love of Mahler’s 5th 

Symphony, especially the fabulous horn solos (played with 

consummate skill and beauty by Mike Thompson), provided a 

wonderful chance to show his eclectic taste in music and was a 

tremendous performance for this special occasion.  The beautiful 

Adagietto was a poignant opportunity for reflection but the 

glorious finale could only end the concert with a reminder of the 

enthusiastic love and knowledge of music that John had brought 

into so many people’s lives. 

John would have enjoyed the music and loved the conviviality so much…...  

 

Jenny Hopkins 
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